
 

Eliminate Filter Mounting Worries! 
Maximize Filter Utilization! 

Paint Pockets  Zipper™, Zip-It™, and other Accessories are designed 
specifically for use with Paint Pockets arrestors. The Zipper 
Mounting system Eliminates Spray Booth exhaust filter mounting 
worries while at the same time allowing you to get maximum 
utilization out of your Paint Pockets Overspray Arrestors: 
 
*Prevents Overspray Bypass around exhaust filters(a). 

*Maximizes Filter Utilization by eliminating filter overlap and allowing for individual filter          
panel change-out(a). 

*Easy-In (Zips In), Easy-Out (Zips Out). 

*Eliminates Sagging Filters(b). 

*Minimizes Time and Effort of every changeout(c). 

*Provides for Cleaner Filter Change-out process. 

*Zipper is Simple to Install. 

*Unique design protected by U.S. Patent No. 6,468,324 B1  

(a) Requires complete (per filter panel) perimeter Zipper Installation 
(b) Requires full top support minimum 
(c) Especially as compared to other full perimeter mounting systems 



 

Paint Pockets Zipper 
 
In this world of ever increasing competiveness, 
all manufacturers and spray finishers must 
maximize the value of all their  purchased mate-
rials and labor while minimizing their risks of 
affecting the environment around them. 
 
You cannot afford to throw away un-used spray 
booth exhaust filters nor risk the environmental 
emissions concerns and neighborhood liability 
issues of overspray escaping from your spray 
booth by bypassing  your spray booth overspray 
filters. 
 
You must look at every aspect of your         
operation, nothing is too small or potentially 
insignificant. The problem is;   where do you go 
for help? 
 
Make the move to Paint Pockets Zipper  
Mounting system and get that help!! 

915 North 43rd Ave ▪ Omaha, NE 
68131 

Toll Free: 877-768-7587  
www.paintpockets.com Paint Pockets  is a registered trademark of Products Unlimited, Inc.,                                       ©2003 Paint Pockets Co.™ 

Easy In…..                                    Easy Out 

Eliminate 
Sagging 
Filters 

Prevents 
overspray 
bypass 
around 
filters 

Part Number Description Packaging Photo No.
PP-Angle-010 Bracket, Angle, 1-1/4" x 1-1/2" x 1-1/4" w ide, 18ga. 10 per box 6
PP-Corner-001 Corner fitting, 18ga. ea. 3
PP-Driver-001 Driver, Drill, 1/4" ea. 7
PP-Middle-001 Middle fitting, 18ga. ea. 4
PP-Screw-100 Screw, Bracket Mounting, #8x1/2" Self-drilling 100 per box 8
PP-Strap-010 Strap, Flat, 1-1/4" x 2-1/2", 18ga. 10 per box 5
PP-ZipIt-001 Tool,Insertion, Filter roller ea. 2
PP-Zipper-004-001 Channel, Filter Mounting, 4 ft. Long ea. 1

No wrap-around at side walls, ceiling or 
floor and no overlap means less un-used 
(wasted) filter media. 
 
Individual  filter panels can be changed 
without disturbing adjacent panels so you 
don’t have to throw away lightly loaded 
panels outside your spraying zone 
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